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Abstract

In many application fields, such as surveillance, mon-
itoring, exploration, and rescuing, the use of multiple co-
ordinated robot units seems to be the most convenient so-
lution, in terms of costs, performance, and efficiency. In
this paper we present a distributed real-time architecture
for coordinating a set of mobile robot that have to operate
according to a common objective. The interaction with the
environment causes each unit to operate under real-time
constraints, which are enforced by the operating system
to achieve a desired level of performance. The design of
the architecture has been focused on three main aspects:
real-time communication, modularity, and flexibility. The
last two aspects are essential in a distributed environment
to simplify maintenance and system upgrades. The pro-
posed approach has been implemented on a team of six
robot vehicles, equipped with proximity and light sensors,
that can operate according to predefined formations.

1 Introduction
Coordinating a team of mobile robots requires several

difficult problems to be solved, including robot localiza-
tion, real-time communication, schedulability analysis of
real-time tasks and messages, and efficient resource man-
agement (e.g., for optimizing energy consumption).

All of these issues have been addressed in the real-time
literature, but a complete and robust solution to them is
not yet available. Robot localization is one of the hard-
est problems, for which different approaches have been
proposed, including the use of navigation maps through
which a robot can get its position. In unknown environ-
ments, however, active exploration is required to build the
map incrementally. The disadvantage of this method is
that the time needed to build the map can be too long.

When the robots operate in close vicinity, self-
localization can be achieved by determining the relative
positions with respect to the other robots. Additional in-
formation can be taken from the environment through lo-
cal reference points, like known objects or beacons, or ab-
solute reference points, like the sun, the stars and mag-
netic north. The use of multiple reference points allows
a robot to determine its position by means of triangula-
tion. Silva, Santos and Almeida [17] proposed a self-
localization method that combines absolute azimuthal in-
formation from an analogue compass with relative odo-
metric information, obtained from an optical mouse.
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The interactions with the environment and with the
other robots impose stringent timing constraints on the
robot control activities that need to be enforced by adopt-
ing suitable kernel mechanisms. In a team of cooperating
robots, the scheduling problem becomes even more com-
plex due to the communication messages exchanged in the
team. As a consequence, a precise estimation of the end-
to-end communication delays is necessary to provide any
guarantee on the robot performance.

Li et al. [11] proposed two heuristic algorithms to al-
locate real-time tasks to the various execution units in the
team. Both methods consider the communication cost and
the utilization bound to allot the tasks at the processors
and to guarantee their schedule. Shi et al. [16] described a
robotic system for the automatic deployment of highway
safety markers. The architecture consists of one lead robot
(the foreman) and a group of guided robotic safety mark-
ers (the robotic barrels), which are guided by the foreman.
The system consists of two classes of real-time activi-
ties, modelled as periodic tasks and variable rate execution
tasks [9], and schedulability analysis is performed under
the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and the Rate Monotonic
(RM) algorithms [12]. Whereas in [16] the authors only
considered the problem of detecting the robotic barrels
and controlling them by sending appropriate set points, in
a successive work Qadi et al. [14] analyzed the foreman
navigation, the accuracy placement of the barrels, and the
relations between the periods of these tasks and the robot
performance, i.e., the navigation velocity.

In a distributed system for real-time applications, the
key of success is the timely execution of the processes run-
ning in the system’s nodes, which communicate to achieve
a common goal. This cannot be achieved without a proper
support of a network layer that provides a timely message
transmission. The communication among mobile units re-
quires a careful management of the transmission medium
(typically a radio channel) for achieving a sufficient level
of predictability on messages exchange. Full autonomy of
the robotic team can only be obtained through a wireless
ad-hoc network [18]. It is worth noticing that when robots
have weak hardware resources, (e.g., slow processors and
low power radio transceivers), such physical constraints
need to be taken into account in the network design.

Facchinetti et al. [7] proposed a MAC level protocol,
based on implicit EDF [4], that allows nodes to enter and
leave the communication area, avoiding collisions due to
simultaneous transmissions. This protocol was then used
to coordinate a small team of robots cooperating for a
common goal [6].

In this paper we report our experience and solutions
to the problems we encountered in the development of a
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the system.

team of autonomous vehicles. In particular, we focus on
the problem of scheduling a set of tasks and messages with
stringent time constraints, and we show how the use of a
real-time kernel is essential for achieving high predictabil-
ity and simplifying the performance analysis of the sys-
tem. Moreover, we describe the communication system
that supports the real-time messages exchange among the
tasks running on the various computational nodes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the system architecture, presenting the robot ve-
hicles, the localization method, and the control scheme.
Section 3 illustrates the communication system. Section 4
presents the real-time issues of the system, including task
models and feasibility analysis for tasks and messages.
Section 5 reports some experimental results, and Section 6
states our conclusions and future work.

2 System architecture

The system consists of a set of robotic vehicles actu-
ated by two independent wheels and equipped with prox-
imity and light sensors. Robot localization is achieved by
simulating a global positioning system (GPS) through a
fixed camera located above the environment. A personal
computer, acting as a base station, processes the images
coming from the camera to identify the position and the
orientation of each robot. The role of the base station is to
interact with a human operator and execute a given control
strategy by sending proper commands to the robots.

The robots and the base station communicate through a
wireless board, which allows sending messages at a speed
of 38400 bits per second. A block diagram of the system
architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The communication
software is structured in two hierarchical levels. The low-
level software runs on the wireless board on a dedicated
programmable interrupt controller (PIC); it manages the
radio channel and sends the messages coming from the
higher level. The high-level software runs on the robot
micro-controller and on the base station. The communi-
cation system will be described in detail in Section 3.

2.1 Localization
In order to concentrate on real-time and communica-

tion issues and perform some real experiments on the sys-
tem, we decided to simplify the localization problem by
simulating a global positioning system (GPS) through a
videocamera mounted above the robot workspace, acquir-
ing images from the environment at a frequency of 25
frames per second. Images are sent to the base station,
which processes them to identify the robots and compute
their positions and orientations. To simplify the recogni-
tion process, each robot is uniquely identified by means of
proper markers, each realized by two colored disks.
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Figure 2. Hierarchical control scheme.

2.2 Robot control
The control architecture of the system is organized in

three hierarchical levels, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
higher level is responsible for the coordination of the team
and runs on the base station. It executes the strategy to
plan the actions that each robot has to carry out in order to
accomplish the common mission. It receives as inputs the
robot positions computed from the camera and the sen-
sory data coming from the robot vehicles, which directly
detect the presence of obstacles along the path. It pro-
vides as outputs the set points(SPR1, . . . , SPRn) that
each vehicle must reach.

The middle control level (also running on the base sta-
tion) receives as inputs the set points computed by the up-
per level and the sensory data from the robots. The pur-
pose of the middle level controller is to decompose the set
points provided by the upper level into a sequence of in-
termediate set points, which can be used, if necessary, to
plan an alternative path to reach the location provided by
the higher control level. In other words, the goal of the
high-level controller is to plan the final location of each
robot, whereas the middle-level controller decides the spe-
cific path to be used to reach that location. The goal of the
lower control level (running on each robot) is to properly
drive the robot wheels to reach the set points provided by
the middle control level. A classical PI (Proportional and
Integral) controller is used at the lowest level to reduce the
position error of the vehicle.

3 The communication system

A key issue for achieving a good performance in a
team of mobile robots is an efficient and predictable com-
munication infrastructure that allows robots to exchange
real-time messages with bounded delays. Our communi-
cation system consists ofn computational nodes (n − 1
robots and the base station), each including two devices,
a DTE (Data Terminal Equipment), which can be either
the robot’s CPU or the personal computer (for the base
station), and a DCE (Data Communication Equipment),
which is a wireless board.

These two devices communicate through an RS232 se-
rial line. The communication software is organized into
three layers. The application level runs in the DTE and
provides a communication service that follows a producer-
consumer model, according to which the node that gener-
ates information (producer) starts the transaction, and the
node that needs information (consumer) retrieves it from



the network. The model is based on broadcast transmis-
sion (each message is received by all nodes). The other
two software levels, data link and physical, run into the
DCE. The data link layer is responsible for the addressing
mode, the radio channel management, and the message
format. A direct addressing is used, according to which
each node has a unique address that identifies it in the net-
work. There is also an address that identifies broadcast
messages destined at every node. In order to manage the
radio channel, we have developed a MAC protocol that
guarantees the transmission of hard real-time messages
with bounded delay. All the nodes are fully connected,
therefore the network topology is a mesh.

3.1 The MAC protocol
The MAC protocol used in this system manages the

access to the radio channel, guaranteeing the timing con-
straints of the messages through a timed token-based
mechanism, first introduced by Grow in 1982 [10]. Since
then, extensive research has been done on the timed to-
ken protocol, with particular emphasis on real-time issues
[13, 19, 1]. In the remainder of this section, we present
the protocol and describe our solutions to the problems
we have encountered.

The timed token [13] is a token-passing protocol in
which each node receives a guaranteed share of the net-
work bandwidth. There is a token that travels between
nodes in a circular fashion and each node can trans-
mit only when it possesses the token; this guarantees a
collision-free medium access. The key idea is to assign
each node a time budget, which is the maximum time the
node is permitted to transmit messages every time it re-
ceives the token. The system starts by assigning the token
to node1, which can transmits its messages, if any, for
a period no longer than its allocated time budget. Then,
node1 sends the token to node2, which can transmit its
messages, if any, and so forth until the token is passed to
noden. When noden finishes its transmission, the token
is sent back to node1.

There are several budget allocation schemes, some of
them have been analyzed in [1, 19]. For each scheme,
the worst-case achievable utilizationU∗ (defined later in
this section) has been derived so that, if the utilization of
the periodic message set is less than or equal toU∗, the
scheme guarantees that message deadlines are met. We
adopt an allocation scheme withU∗ = 0, hence it is
not possible to use the worst-case achievable utilization to
guarantee messages deadlines. The method for guarantee-
ing messages constraints is explained in the next section.

Notice that our network is fully connected as far as
message delivery is concerned, but circular from the token
circulation point of view. There is an important protocol
parameter, called the TTRT (Target Token Rotation Time),
which gives the expected token rotation period. Letσ be
the time needed for transmitting the token between two
nodes, including the overhead introduced by protocol. If
Hi is the maximum transmission time assigned to nodei,
then TTRT can be computed as

TTRT =
n∑

i=1

Hi + nσ.

In terms of bandwidth, the token transmission overhead
can be considered as a transmission of a message of length

nσ with a period equal to TTRT. Therefore, the total net
bandwidth available for transmission is1 − nσ / TTRT.
The message streamSi generated by each nodei can be
described by the tuple(Ci, Ti,Di) where:

• Ci is the maximum amount of time required to trans-
mit a message in the stream. This includes the time
required to transmit both the payload data and the
message headers.

• Ti is the interarrival period between messages in the
stream. If the first message in streamSi of nodei is
put in the transmission queue at timeti,1, then thej-
th message in streamSi will arrive at nodei at time
ti,j = ti,1 + (j − 1)Ti, wherej ≥ 1.

• Di is the relative deadline associated with messages
in streamSi, that is, the maximum amount of time
that can elapse between a message arrival and com-
pletion of its transmission. Thus, the transmission of
thej-th message in streamSi that arrives atti,j must
be completed not later thandi = ti,j + Di, which is
the message’s absolute deadline.

Messages of each stream can be sent either to a precise
receiver or to all by means of broadcasting. The channel
utilization of each message in the streamSi is

Ui =
Ci

min(Ti,Di)
.

The total effective channel utilization,U , of a periodic
message set is thenU =

∑n
i=1 Ui, which measures the

total demand placed on the system by the entire periodic
message set. The parameters described above are crucial
for guaranteeing periodic messages deadlines. Any choice
of these parameters must satisfy the following constraints:

1. Protocol Constraint: The total bandwidth allocated
to the nodes must be less than the available network
bandwidth, that is,∑n

i=1 Hi

TTRT
≤ 1 − nσ

TTRT
.

This constraint is necessary to ensure a stable opera-
tion of the timed-token protocol.

2. The deadline constraint: This constraint states that
every periodic message must be transmitted before
its absolute deadline. Formally, letsi,j be the time
at which the transmission of thej-th message in
streamSi is completed. The deadline constraint
requires that fori = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . .,
si,j ≤ ti,j + Di, whereti,j is the message arrival
time andDi is its relative deadline. Note that in the
above inequality,ti,j andDi are given by the applica-
tion, butsi,j depends on the synchronous bandwidth
allocation and on the TTRT value.

3.2 Message constraints guarantee
Our protocol scheme assigns each node a maximum

time budgetHi sufficient to transmit an entire message,
that is:

∀i = 1, . . . , n Hi = Ci.

For this scheme it has been shown [1] thatU∗ = 0, mean-
ing that message timing constraints cannot be guaranteed
using this method. To guarantee real-time message deliv-
ery with this scheme, we provide a test on the messages



relative deadlinesDi that, if satisfied, guarantees to meet
all absolute deadlines of the periodic messages.

If the token arrives to each node with no delay, the max-
imum amount of time occurring between two consecutive
token arrivals at a node is TTRT time units. Otherwise,
Johnson and Sevciks [15] have shown that, if the token is
late, the maximum amount of time that may pass between
two consecutive token arrivals at a node is2TTRT . Fur-
thermore, they have shown that the average rotation time
is not greater than TTRT.

If a message comes in thei-th transmission queue at
time k, it will be sent afterTqi(k) time units, where
Tqi(k) denotes the maximum time that a message, ar-
rived at timek on nodei, can stay in the transmission
queue. Hence, if for eachi and for each time instantk
Di ≥ Tqi(k), all message deadlines will be met.

Lemma 1 For i = 1, . . . , n, if Hi = Ci and the token is
not late, then

Tqi(k) = qi(k)TTRT ;
if the token is late, then

Tqi(k) ≤ qi(k)(2TTRT + Hi)

where qi(k) is the number of messages in the transmission
queue of node i at time k.

Proof. First we consider the case in which the token
is not late. Let us suppose at time(k − 1) the queue
is empty, and at timek a message comes. Also, let us
suppose the token left nodei at time (k − ε) with ε
infinitesimal (i.e., the token left the node a moment before
the message arrived) and let us suppose each other node
has one or more messages in the transmission queue.
Under these hypotheses the message in the queue of node
i must wait the maximum time before its delivery. The
next arrival time of the token to nodei is k + T delay

i ,
whereT delay

i = σ +
∑n

j=1,j �=i(Hj + σ). So, afterT delay
i

time units the token comes back to nodei and the entire
message can be sent becauseHi = Ci. After T delay

i +Hi

time units the message has been delivered. It is trivial to
verify that, if the token is not late,

T delay
i + Hi = σ +

∑n
j=1,j �=i(Hj + σ) + Hi =

Hi+σ+
∑n

j=1,j �=i(Hj +σ) =
∑n

j=1(Hj +σ) = TTRT .

If at time (k − 1) there arep messages in the queue
of nodei and at timek a new message arrives, then in
the worst caseqi(k) = p + 1 and the token left the node
at (k − ε). Therefore, afterT delay

i time units, the token
comes back to the node and an entire message is deliv-
ered. Then, at timet = k + T delay

i + Hi = k + TTRT ,
qi(t) = p and the token leaves nodei. Again, afterT delay

i
time units the token comes back and an other message can
be sent. Then, at timet = k+T delay

i +Hi+T delay
i +Hi =

k + 2 · (T delay
i + Hi) = k + 2 · TTRT , qi(t) = p − 1.

It follows that, at timek + sTTRT , s messages have
been sent. Forqi(k) = p + 1, the (p + 1)-th message
comes into the queue at timek and leaves the queue after
Tqi(k) = (p + 1)TTRT = qi(k)TTRT.

If the token is late, thenmax(T delay
i ) = 2TTRT ,

therefore, if qi(k) = 1, at time k + 2TTRT the to-
ken comes back to the node and the message can be

transmitted, thenTqi(k) = 2TTRT + Hi. Follow-
ing the same reasoning in the first case (token not late),
if qi(k) = p + 1, the message comes into the queue
at time k and, in the worst case, leaves the queue after
Tqi(k) = qi(k)(2TTRT + Hi) time units.�

The following lemmas provide an upper bound toqi(k)
andTqi(k).

Lemma 2 For any i (i = 1, . . . , n), for any k ≥ 0, if
Hi = Ci, Ti ≥ TTRT , and the token is not late, then
max(qi(k)) = 1.

Proof. The arrival period of the transmission queuei is
equal toTi. As shown in Lemma 1, if the token is not
late, the emptying period of the transmission queuei is
equal to TTRT. Fork = 0, qi(k) = 1, for k > 0, qi(k) =
1 + � k

Ti
� − � k

TTRT �. And sinceTi ≥ TTRT, � k
Ti
� −

� k
TTRT � ≤ 0. Thereforeqi(k) ≤ 1. �

Lemma 3 For any i (i = 1, . . . , n), for any k ≥ 0, if
Hi = Ci and Ti ≥ 2TTRT + Hi, then max(qi(k)) = 1.

Proof. The arrival period of the transmission queuei is
equal toTi. As shown in Lemma 1, the emptying period
of the transmission queuei is equal to(2TTRT + Hi).
For k = 0, qi(k) = 1, for k > 0, qi(k) = 1 + � k

Ti
� −

� k
2TTRT+Hi

�. And sinceTi ≥ 2TTRT + Hi, � k
Ti
� −

� k
2TTRT+Hi

� ≤ 0. Therefore,qi(k) ≤ 1. �

Theorem 1 For every i (i = 1, . . . , n), if Hi = Ci, Ti ≥
TTRT , and the token is not late, then the stream set M
= {S1, S2, . . . , Sn } is schedulable if and only if Di ≥
TTRT .

Proof. M schedulable means that both of protocol con-
straints are satisfied. SinceHi = Ci, thenTTRT =∑n

i=1(Hi + σ) =
∑n

i=1 Hi + nσ. Hence,
∑n

i=1 Hi =
TTRT − nσ, meaning that theProtocol Constraint is
satisfied.

(Only if). To satisfy thedeadline constraint a node
must have at least a possibility to send each message be-
fore the message deadline expires, therefore∀i Di ≥
TTRT .

(If). From Lemma 2, when a message is queued at
time k, qi(k) = max(qi(k)) = 1, that is, it is the only
message in the queue. Then, from Lemma 1,Tqi(k) =
qi(k)TTRT , henceTqi(k) = TTRT . We remember
that Tqi(k) is the time elapsed from the time the mes-
sage arrived in the queue and the time it left. Therefore, if
Di ≥ TTRT , Di ≥ Tqi(k), meaning that thedeadline
constraint is satisfied.�

Theorem 2 For any i (i = 1, . . . , n), if Hi = Ci,
Ti ≥ 2TTRT + Hi, and the set M = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}
is schedulable if and only if Di ≥ 2TTRT + Hi.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, con-
sidering that the minimum dimension of the transmission
queue is given by Lemma 3 and, if the token arrives with
the maximum delay, thenTqi(k) = 2TTRT + Hi. �

In our system, the choice of a time-token protocol was
motivated by its implementation simplicity and its low
overhead. The time budgetHi allocated to each stream
is Hi = Ci, which gives the possibility to each node to



transmit an entire message every time it receives the to-
ken. Moreover, this scheme simplifies the message man-
agement, because the system must not manage different
pieces of messages in order to rebuild the messages deliv-
ered. As demonstrated in [1], it is impossible to provide
a guarantee on real-time messages based onU∗, because
for this schemeU∗ = 0. Furthermore, to the best of our
knowledge, all allocation schema proposed for the timed-
token protocol havemax(U∗) = 2·(1−α)

5+α [19], where
α = nσ

TTRT . As shown in Section 5, in our application the
utilization of the message set is greater thanmax(U∗). In
order to guarantee that the deadline constraints are satis-
fied, we demonstrated that if the conditionDi ≥ TTRT is
met, the soft real-time delivery of the messages is guaran-
teed, if the token is not late. Finally, we showed that, since
the token delay is bounded [15], ifDi ≥ 2 · TTRT + Hi,
the hard real-time delivery of the messages is guaranteed,
even if the token is always late.

3.3 Robustness
When robots move, it is possible that one or more

members of the team fail or leave the communication
zone. In this case, the token would be lost. In order
to guarantee a certain degree of robustness, when node
j sends the token packet to nodej + 1, it waits for an ac-
knowledgement. Notice that during the waiting time the
node is not blocked. If fork times the acknowledge does
not come and the ring recovery process starts [5], node
j + 1 is considered not connected to the network and the
token from nodej is sent to nodej + 2. The parameterk
is set at the system initialization. In this paper, the case in
which a robot may rejoin the team is not considered and
will be addressed in a future work.

4 Real-Time issues

Robot team performance, such as the robot continuous
motion, robot coordination and obstacle avoidance, de-
pends on the timely execution of the tasks running in every
processing element of the architecture. In this section we
will analyze the relations between tasks parameters (i.e.,
periods and deadlines) and performance parameters (i.e.,
robot speed). Moreover, we will describe our solution to
the scheduling problems induced by this robotic applica-
tion.

All tasks in the application are modeled as periodic or
aperiodic. Each periodic taskτi is identified by four pa-
rameters,(Ci, Ti,Di, φi), whereCi is its worst-case com-
putation time,Ti its period,Di its relative deadline, and
φi its offset, i.e. the arrival time of the first job. Aperiodic
tasks are described by the same parameters, with the dif-
ference thatTi indicates the minimum interarrival time be-
tween two consecutive instances of the task. For aperiodic
tasks,Ti is used to guarantee feasibility in the worst case
activation scenario. Tasks can communicate both through
critical sections accessed by the Stack Resource Policy
[2], or by means of non blocking asynchronous buffers
(CABs) [3]

To enforce timing constraints on the real-time activi-
ties running in the base station, tasks are executed by the
Shark kernel [8], which is a configurable real-time kernel
able to handle hard and soft real-time tasks under different
scheduling algorithms, selectable by the user at system’s
initialization.
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Figure 3. Tasks and resources interaction
on the base station.

4.1 Software
As already shown in Section 2, part of the software

runs in the base station and part in the robot units. More
precisely, on the base station there is a periodic task which
performs the localization algorithm (see Section 2.1), an-
other that performs the coordination strategy phase, and
n − 1 tasks (one for each robot) that execute the mid-
dle level control (see Section 2.2). There are also two
periodic communication tasks responsible for exchanging
messages between the DTE and the DCE in the base sta-
tion (see Section 3).

In each robotic vehicle there are four tasks, one (τlc)
for the low-level control (Section 2.2), one that collects
data from the sensors (τrs), and two for message exchange
(τrr, τrt), like the ones running in the base station.

4.2 Task parameters
The values assigned to the task parameters depend

on the performance requirements of the system or are
imposed by some hardware device. For example, the
camera placed above the workspace (see Section 2) pro-
vides a frame everyTl = 40 msec; this means that the
Localization task has to execute with a period equal to
Tl in order to update robot positions at video rate.

The period of theStrategy task closely depends on the
application. For example, if the strategy process has only
to decide a few set points, the task can be executed with a
relatively long period (e.g., one second). Viceversa, if the
robotic team must be coordinated to catch a fast object,
e.g., an enemy robot, the strategy task must run with a
much shorter period (e.g., 40 msec).

The period of each task at the middle control level in-
fluences the continuous motion of the associated robot.
Each vehicle used in our application has a pair of dc ser-
vomotors for driving the robot wheels. In order to achieve
as smooth motion, each servo must receive a command
every 40 msec. This affects the periodTc of the control
task, at the middle level of each robot. Moreover,Tc also
depends on the actual velocity of the associated vehicle; in
fact, to avoid an obstacle, the control process has to decide
the appropriate action enough in advance. The application
on the base station is structured as illustrated in Figure 3.

4.3 Communication constraints
We remind that our system consists ofn = 7 compu-

tational nodes, including one base station and six robot
vehicles. Each middle level control task sends only rel-
ative positions to the related robot (i.e., the difference
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between the set point and the actual position). To send
this information, the base station should deliver 6 mes-
sages, one for each robot. To decrease the number of mes-
sages exchanged, relative positions and orientations of ev-
ery robot are inserted in a single broadcast message that
is forwarded to all vehicles. The message length is equal
to 41 bytes (36 for data payload), meaning that for the
message streamSb of the base station the message trans-
mission time is

Cb =
(41 ∗ 10)bit

38400 bit/sec
= 10.67 msec.

As explained in Section 3.1, the MAC protocol assigns
this stream a time budgetHb = Cb.

The other nodes, the vehicles, have to send a message
with the data coming from their onboard sensors. To do
this, each robot has a message streamSr associated to it.
The length of this message is equal to 9 bytes (4 for data
payload), meaning that the message transmission time is

Cr =
(9 ∗ 10)bit

38400 bit/sec
= 2.34 msec.

As before, the assigned time budget isHr = Cr.
The token rotation time (TTRT), in milliseconds,

results to be

TTRT = Hb + (n − 1) · Hr + n · σ =
10.67 + (n − 1) · 2.34 + n · 1.04 = 8.33 + n · 2.86.

Therefore, forn = 7, TTRT = 31.99 msec. From
TTRT we can obtain the minimum period (Ti) and the
minimum relative deadline (Di) for each message stream
Si that the protocol can guarantee. Every message in each
stream becomes obsolete every time (Ti) a new instance
of the message comes; so we putDi = Ti.

In order to guarantee the schedulability of messages
delivery, the relative deadline of a streamSi cannot be
smaller than2TTRT + Hi, which is the maximum mes-
sage transmission delay, as stated in Theorem 2. If a soft
real-time guarantee is sufficient, then the relative dead-
lines cannot be smaller thanTTRT , as stated in Theorem
1.

4.4 The scheduling solution
The tasks on the base station have both temporal and

precedence constraints. The correct temporal sequence of
the task schedule is shown in Figure 4.

The Localization task computes the robot positions
and orientations. Then, theReceiveing task retrieves the
messages the team vehicles have sent to the base station.
These messages contain the robots sensory data. When
the Receiveing task finishes, then − 1 Control tasks

start in sequence; when the lastControl task (then-th)
finishes, the transmission buffer of the base station con-
tains the message with the relative positions of the robots.
Then, theTransmission task transfers this message to
the wireless board. The constraint of theStrategy task
is thatφs(i) = Cl + Cr + (i − 1) · Ts (i > 1) and
its first instance must start before the first instance of the
control tasks. To satisfy such a constraint, its priority
level is set greater than the others and its offset is set to
φs(1) = φ1

c(1), whereφk
c (j) denotes the offset of thej-

th job of thek-th control task. From the considerations
presented above, the following task parameters can be de-
rived:

1. Localization taskτl, ∀i ≥ 1:{
φl(i) = (i − 1) · Tl

Dl = Tl.

2. Receiver taskτr, ∀i ≥ 1:{
φr(i) = φl(i) + Cl

Dr = Tr = Tl.

3. Control taskτk
c , ∀i ≥ 1, for k = (1, . . . , n − 1):




φ1
c(i) = φr(i) + Cr

φk
c (i) = φk−1

c (i) + Cc (k > 1)
Dk

c = T k
c = Tl.

4. Transmission taskτt, ∀i ≥ 1:{
φt(i) = φn−1

c (i) + Cc

Dt = Tt = Tl.

5. Strategy taskτs, ∀i ≥ 1:
{

φs(1) = φ1
c(1)

φs(i) = Cl + Cr + (i − 1) · Ts (i > 1).

In order to enforce the precedence constraints we used
two hierarchical priority schedulers in the Shark kernel.
TheStrategy task is handled by a RM scheduling mod-
ule defined at the highest priority level, whereas all peri-
odic tasks are scheduled by another RM module defined
at a lower priority level. In this way, since all tasks at the
lower level have the same period, they are scheduled in
sequence, as shown in Figure 4.

The tasks running on the robot CPUs (τlc, etc.) are
executed non preemptively. The ensemble of these tasks
can be viewed as a single taskτv, havingCv = Crr +
Crs + Clc + Crt, and periodTv ≤ 40 msec to satisfy the
constraint imposed by the servomotors control.

TheStrategy task cannot be interrupted during its ex-
ecution, because it executes at the highest priority level;
then, if Cs ≤ Ds, it always finishes before its deadline.
The rest of tasks, those at the lowest level, execute in se-
quence and can be preempted only by theStrategy task.
Hence, the maximum delay they can suffer is equal to
Cs · � Tl

Ts
�. Therefore, to guarantee a feasible schedule of

the task set is sufficient to verify that

Cl + Ct + Cr + (n − 1) · Cc + Cs · � Tl

Ts
� ≤ Tl. (1)

Notice that, ifCl+Ct+Cr +(n−1)·Cc+Cs ·� Tl

Ts
� ≥ Tl,

beingDt = Dl = Tl, at least the execution ofτt breaks
its deadline. It follows that the condition is also necessary.



In order to maintain, for each vehicle, a continuous mo-
tion without crashing, the velocity of the vehicles and the
period of sensor sampling and control tasks must be care-
fully chosen.

In the remainder of this section, we show the relation
between the robot velocityvr and the periodsTl = Tc =
Tr = Tt of the robot tasks in the base station. Let us make
the following definitions:

Do be the distance of an obstacle from the robot;
Dsafe be the minimum distance from an obstacle that a

robot has to maintain to ensure a safe brake;
Tsamp be the maximum sampling period of the robot sen-

sors by the base station, given byTsamp = Tv +
Clc + Crt + 2TTRT+Hr + Tl;

Treact be the maximum interval from the time the system
gets the information from the sensors and the time
the robot carries out the next command. It is given
by Treact = Cs +(n−1) ·Cc +Cb

tx +2TTRT+Hb +
Tv + Crs + Clc;

Q(vr) be the braking space needed for a complete stop of
the vehicle. As an example, assuming a brake en-
tirely due to friction,Q(Vr) is given byQ(Vr) =
v2

r

2µg , whereg is the gravitational acceleration andµ
is the friction coefficient.

Hence, in order to avoid a possible crash, the following
condition has to be satisfied:

Do ≥ Dsafe + vr(Tsamp + Treact) + Q(vr).
To derive the relation betweenTl, Do andvr, the interval
Treact +Tsample can be considered as the sum ofTl plus a
constant termkl = Treact+Tv +Clc+Crt+2TTRT+Hr.
Therefore, we can write:

Do ≥ Dsafe + vr(Tl + k) +
v2

r

2µg
from which we derive

Tl ≤ Do − Dsafe

vr
− vr

2µg
− k.

The same reasoning can be applied toTv, TTRT to derive
the relation between these last parameters and the robots
performance, i.e.vr.

Notice that, if there are fixed obstacles, andDmax is
the maximum distance a vehicle can detect an object, we
can putDo = Dmax to obtain the maximum safety ve-
locity, vsafe, of the robot from the latter equations. In the
presence of mobile obstacles, to computevsafe we setDo

equal to the minimum distanceDmin at which the robot
sensors can detect an object.

We remember that, for achieving a continuous motion,
each vehicles’ motor must receive a command every 40
msec. The maximum timetm, that can elapsed between
two consecutive commands to each motor is:

tm = Tl + 2TTRT + Hb + Tv + Crs + Clc

whereCs, Cr andClc are the computation times of the
tasks in the robot’s CPU. When the token is not late, then

tm = Tl + TTRT + Tv + Crs + Clc.

5 Experimental results
To verify the correctness of our architecture we imple-

mented a test application in which five robots had to fol-
low a sixth robot, maintaining a predefined formation. For
this application we had TTRT = 31.99 msec. Therefore,
we chose for the message streamsSb (base station) and

Sr (robots) the following parametersTb = Db = Tr =
Dr = 30 msec, which provide a soft guarantee on mes-
sage delivery. The utilization of the message streams is
U = 0.82, which is greater thanmax(U∗) = 0.34 (see
Section 3.1). The strategy task has a period of100 msec,
the others task have all the same period equal to40 msec.
Relative deadlines are equal to periods. Worst-case com-
putation times are reported in Table 1 and are expressed in
milliseconds. Notice that, some of the values of the task
set parameters are constrained by the hardware (e.g., the
frame grabber acquisition rate) or by feasibility bounds.

Task τl τs τc τr τt τrr τlc τrs τrt

Ci 6.5 0.1 0.1 9.5 7 7 6 17.6 1.6

Table 1. Task set parameters.

The maximum time elapsed between two consecutive
commands at each robot resulted to betm = 178.32 msec,
andtm = 135.65 msec when the token is not late. From
Tl and the others task parameters (see Table 1), we de-
rived Tsamp = 144.89 msec,Treact = 126.73 msec, and
kl = 227.67 msec. Therefore, to perform obstacle avoid-
ance, we setDsafe = 0.5 cm, Do = Dmin = 3 cm,
so vsafe resulted to be 9.26 cm/sec. Assuming the pres-
ence of fixed obstacles, the maximum safety velocity is
4.6 m/sec, which is greater than the maximum speed (0.16
m/sec) of the vehicles. This implies that the robots can
safely move at their maximum speed. Figure 5 shows the
maximum safety velocityvsafe of each robot as a func-
tion of the minimum distanceDo from an obstacle that
guarantees obstacle avoidance, whenTl = 40 msec.

Figure 6 reports the maximum value of the strategy task
periodTl that guarantees the safe motion of each robot as
a function of the maximum safety velocityvsafe. Notice
that if vsafe is higher than a critical speed limit (equal
to 10 cm/sec for the illustrated example), the periodTl

becomes negative, meaning that no solution can be found
to guarantee a safe motion of the robots.

Finally, Figure 7 shows the relation betweenTl and
the minimum obstacle distanceDo, whenvsafe is fixed.
The dashed line refers tovsafe = 9.26 cm/sec, which is
the maximum safety velocity guaranteed whenTl = 40
msec andDo = 3 cm (see above). The solid line refers
to vsafe = 16 cm/sec, which is the maximum speed of
the vehicles in our system. Notice that, to improvevsafe

we must decreaseTl (and/orTv, TTRT ), which means
upgrading the hardware of the system.

By settingTs = 100 msec andTl = 40 msec, the
schedulability of the tasks in the base station can be veri-
fied using equation (1).

6 Conclusions
This paper presented an architecture to coordinate a

team of autonomous vehicles, which have to interact to
accomplish a common goal. The architecture is composed
by n nodes: a base station (a personal computer) andn−1
mobile robots. The work has been focused on the real-
time execution of the tasks running in the various compu-
tational components of the system, and on the guarantee
of message delivery. We addressed the scheduling prob-
lems of the tasks in the base station and presented our so-
lutions on the Shark real-time kernel. Real-time message
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exchange was obtained by means of a timed-token pro-
tocol, that has been analyzed to show how to guarantee
message deadlines.

As a future work, we plan to enhance the computational
power of the wireless boards in order to test different com-
munication protocols based on EDF message scheduling,
to increase the transmission load and coordinate more ve-
hicles. We also plan to replace the CPU on each robot
with a more powerful microprocessor, in order to use a
real-time kernel also inside the vehicles. Finally, we want
to focus our attention on the coordination techniques to
better control the robotic team.
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